
Many Christians have a natural discomfort with the idea of God indwelling them, being
partakers of God’s divine nature, and being perfect like God, even though Jesus, Peter,
and Paul, among other incontestible authorities, spoke and wrote of those very constructs.
Surely, we find proper humility and sound wisdom in resisting the idea that we are
divine, that we are somehow gods. Yet the Bible clearly teaches that we should receive
the Spirit and desire the Spirit’s sanctification. We are new creatures in Christ, born again
into a new life that surely has divinity of a kind acting through it and within it. The
condition of deity is God’s alone, not ours to claim, pursue, or even desire. Yet
justification, sanctification, and the influence, activity, and identity of the divine, as
adopted children of God, we can and should surely pursue and desire.

The Eastern Orthodox branch of Christianity embraces this
difficult construct of theosis, or a sort of deification of
humanity, more fully than many within Christianity’s
Reformed and Catholic branches. But no one need trade
branches of the faith to accept these extraordinary challenges
that Jesus, Peter, and Paul bring us. One way to get at least a
little more comfortable with the thought of being partakers of
the divine nature is to consider how divinity itself interacts.
God the Father and Christ the Son, though one, nonetheless
spoke and interacted with one another. The four gospel
accounts give solid examples, like Jesus’s baptism, Jesus’s

prayer to his Father for the raising of Lazarus, and Jesus’s prayer to his Father in
Gethsemane’s garden, of that trusting and open interaction.

And so, likewise, we on our better days interact with God in relationship that takes on the
pattern of the interaction of God the Father with God the Son. The Bible’s teaching
clearly expects us to receive the Spirit, permit and encourage the Spirit to dwell deeply
within us, and act after the Spirit’s counsel and urging. How are those things not like the
actions and activities of Jesus? Aren’t we brothers and sisters of Christ, adopted into his
family, doing as he invites, commands, and expects? We need not see ourselves as
literally divine, instead reserving that claim for Nebuchadnezzar, Herod, Caesar, and
other tyrants. But while reserving the condition of deity for God, we can accept the gift of
his nature, letting that gift sanctify us into a child’s relationship with God, siblings of
Christ. Call it theosis or whatever you will. Just accept the gift with the appreciation the
gift is due. That gift came at great cost.


